
REVIVING HISTORICAL BREWS 



At 7,000 years old, beer is one of the  
oldest fermented beverages on the planet. 



Even the most casual craft beer drinker is aware 
of the huge variety of beer styles available 
today, and there seems to be a 'new' style or 
two added to the fold every few months. 



A few historical beers that are taking 
notice
• Liège Saison 
• Grisette de Saison 
• Lichtenhainer 
• Gratzer/Grotziskie 
• Kyut

• Teguino 
• Froach 
• Sahti 
• Roggenbier 
• Gose



Some of these old styles inspire quite a 
bit of creativity, especially those styles 
that originated before hops 
 



Gruits 

Recipes for modern Gruits typically follow their medieval 
ancestors' example in avoiding hops and using a variety of 
herbs in their stead 

Fraoch Heather Ale is perhaps the most readily-available 
commercial example. 





Fraoch(Heather Ale)

• Pronounced: Fray-ock 
• Brewed in Scotland since 2000 B.C. 
• Heather ale is probably the oldest style of ale still produced in 

the world. From an ancient Gaelic recipe for “Leann 
Fraoch" (heather ale) it has been revived and reintroduced to 
the Scottish culture. The basic ingredients are mashed malted 
barley, sweet gale and flowering heather tips.



In our world, heather ale (or Fraoch, the gaelic word for “heather”) was enjoyed 
by the ancient Picts in what is now Scotland. With various conquests and later 
laws, the original recipes for Fraoch were lost. However, starting in the early 
1500s, accounts of making ale with heather began to surface again. 





WILLIAMS BROS FRAOCH HEATHER ALE 



The original 17th century Tripel Karmeliet recipe 

• Tripel Karmeliet is one of Belgium’s most famous beers.  
• it is brewed ‘according to a 17th century recipe from the 

Carmelite monastery in Dendermonde’.



Tripel Karmeliet

It was introduced in 1996 by the Bosteels brewery from the East-
Flemish town of Buggenhout. A 8% ABV triple made from three 
grains: barley, wheat and oats. It became especially known after 
winning a ‘World’s Best Pale Ale’ award at the World Beer Awards 
in 2008



 A brief history of the Carmelites

• The Carmelites are a Roman Catholic monastic order founded in the Middle Ages, and  

they still have monasteries in Belgium and the Netherlands.  

• In Dendermonde, a fortified town on the Schelde river, the Carmelites had been present from the year 1655  

onwards.  

• The monks also had beer brewed, just like in many other monasteries,  

although these monastic beers did not even remotely enjoy the fame today’s Belgium  

abbey beers have, and their production volumes probably weren’t so great either. 

 



In 1796 the Dendermonde Carmelites were thrown out of their 
monastery by the French, just like everywhere else in what is now 
Belgium. The abbey became a courthouse, which went up in 
flames during the First World War, when the Germans set the 
entire city on fire. No trace of the Carmelites remains today in the 
streets of Dendermonde.



And yet, a beer recipe has survived. apparently at the Carmelite 
archive, there is a manuscript bound in parchment, containing a 
list of deceased monks of the Dendermonde monastery. At the 
end of the manuscript however, there is an account of the 
Carmelites’ debts and obligations. And among these lists, there 
is this recipe:



Instruction to brew 16 barrels of good beer 

12 vats of wheat at 24 stuivers per vat, that is                                      14.8 guilders 

36 vats of barley at 20 stuivers per vat, that is                                      36 guilders 

6 vats of spelt or ‘vorte avere’ [rotten oats?] at 18 stuivers, that is    5.8 guilders 

40 pounds of  hops at 3 stuivers a pound, that is                                 7.10 guilders 

5 ‘waeghen’ of coal at 30 stuivers a ‘wage’, that is                                7.10 guilders 

50 pieces of wood at 6 guilders per 100, that is                                    3 guilders 

for wear and tear and brewer’s work                                                      8 guilders 
                                                                                                                80.6 guilders



1 stuiver = approximately 5 cents 
1 Guilder = 100 cents/1 dollar  
1 Vat = approximately 17.5 kilos or 38.5lbs 

However, spelt apparently could be replaced by ‘vorte avere’, 
which the authors of the 1981 article about this recipe interpret 
as ‘rotten oats’. That sounds rather odd, but maybe they made 
an error during transcription or they just misinterpreted what it 
meant. I think it should be “SHORT OATS”(Malted Oats)



The Carmelites in Dendermonde may have had a good reason to 
write down their recipe for ‘Good beer’ in that period:  

• in 1676 the city had decreed that all citizens had to demolish 
their private breweries, to facilitate collecting excise taxes. 
Possibly, the Carmelites were afraid they had to do likewise or 
maybe they had already been forced to so: in any case it may 
have been a good idea for them to write down a well-proven 
recipe.



GOEDT BIER



According to the 17th century Carmelite recipe this beer can be taken with a pinch of salt 



ROGGENBIER
Germany



WHAT THE HELL IS A ROGGENBIER?  

• Roggenbier is a German style rye beer brewed with very large 
portions (30-60%) of rye malt.  

• It’s mildly hopped, and the initial nose is one of light fruitiness 
and a faintly earthy aroma. 

• Because Roggenbier is a medieval style that originated long 
before beer filtration, many Roggenbiers are unfiltered and 
fairly turbid. 

• The body can range from low to medium-heavy, and modern 
renditions typically have 5-6% ABV.



The Rise and Fall and rebirth

• Until the 15th century, rye malt was commonly used to brew beer 
in Bavaria and other parts of Germany. However, after a series of 
bad harvests, the rulers of that age determined that rye should 
only be used for making bread instead of its liquid cousin, beer.   

• So, rye was relegated to a bread grain for the masses and 
Roggenbier virtually disappeared from the tables of Bavarians for 
almost 500 years. 

•  It wasn’t until the 1980s that Roggenbier was brought back to life 
by a brewery in Bavaria, and it’s been gaining popularity ever 
since as more craft breweries, experiment with rye in their 
recipes.



History of rye beers 

• Two other traditional rye based beers did survive and are still 
made In their native countries. 

• Kvass - 0.5 to 1.5% abv brewed in Russia, consumed by the 
entire family because of the low alcohol content. 

• Sahti - made in Finland, flavored with juniper berries.  





Kuitbier 

Netherlands



Koyt-kuit-kuyt, or kuitbier

• is a three-grain beer that is brewed with malted oat, barley, 
and wheat.  

• until the late 19th century kuit beer was the most commonly 
consumed beer in the Netherlands. 



The disappearance of this beer has three 
main reasons: 
• First, its shorter shelf life than other types of beer means that 

is must be consumed fresh.  
• Secondly, it has been displaced by lager due to the emergence 

of Heineken and other manufacturers that industrially 
produced beers with a long shelf life. 

• Finally, with the emergence of plough and draft horses that 
were fed oats, growers could get a better price for their oat 
for animal feed than for beer production.



Once oat was the most widely grown grain in the Netherlands. 
Along with kuit beer, however, the specific brew oat disappeared

•  Kuit beer was predominantly brewed in Hansa towns and the 
Dutch cities of Gouda, Haarlem and Delft, famous for their 
breweries. The style dominated the beer market in the greater 
Low Countries area from late 13th century until roughly mid-16th 
century. Kuit beer is mentioned as late as the late-18th century. 

• The “thick brew oat” variety originally used was documented as 
being thought to be lost in documents dating back to the First 
World War.  

• The loss of the oat variety and the closing of traditional breweries, 
meant a big blow for Dutch brewing and most beer-styles and 
breweries disappeared together with a lot of practical knowledge.



The Final product

• Is a lovely straw to amber-colored beer with a natural cloudiness 
reminiscent of Weizen, but with its own fruity aroma and flavor 
and an alcohol percentage between 4.7 and 7.9%. Darker shades 
of color are the result not of the raw ingredients, but of the 
cooking time that lasts up to 3 hours over an open fire. 
According to original regulations, the proportions to be used are 
9-6-3: 50% oat, 33% barley and 17% wheat. Current Kuitbier 
guidelines proscribe the following: only oat, wheat and barley 
are used with a minimum of 45% oat malt, 20% wheat malt and 
35% lager or pale ale malt. No herbs, spices, fruit or other foods 
can be added. Kuit beer is bitter with a dominant hop aroma.



Question 


